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This stream is about fashion. What is fashion? How does fashion work in the organisation? How is the 
organisation a site and medium for fashion? How does the organisation become ‘fashionable’ – and 
what fashionable places exist for the organisation to ‘hang out’ and ‘be seen’? 
This stream invites participants to engage in a wide range of communication and expression – research papers, video, photography, 
performance, or just confession! Wear your fashionable work outfits! Power dress! Discuss how you engage in the symbolic 
discourse of organisational self-presentation, and how the aesthetic power-play of dressing expresses the gendered and performative 
nature of organisational life. The creative city (sometimes as a global city, media city, city of culture or city of design) is the fashion-
able venue for the contemporary organisation. How does the organisation ‘dress’ for the city? How is it subject to the fashion of 
creative urbanism and the new shifts in fashionable corporate self-display? 

WE WILL BE EXPLORING:
1: The body and fashion: the regimes of dress, display and symbolic communication within organisational life. How do we dress for 
the organisation? How is the labouring body fashioned, or resists being fashioned by engaging in counter-fashioning?

2: The organisation and fashion: as medium, site and platform for fashion: from dress codes, to spatial design, to architecture, and all 
the other ways the organisation dresses itself. What is a naked organisation?

3: The organisation and the fashionable city: the creative city or cultural metropolis is the place to be seen. How does the urbanisa-
tion of the organisation in the creative economy generate dynamics of fashion? 

The individual is dressed for the organization; the organization is dressed for the city; the city is dressed for the market. The market 
is a giant wardrobe, full of choices, but also perils…of mis-representation, the wrong ‘look’, appearing disheveled, or simply dressing 
down when everyone is dressing up. 


